
These products are made from natural materials. Color and grain of wood may vary, along with size of sheets.

FLAT RATE DELIVERY AS LOW AS $10

Create with Quality Wood Veneers
Sauers & Company Veneers Wood Products
Offering expertly chosen exotic raw wood and dyed veneer sheets as well as decorative in-lay edge banding, all in conveniently sized hobby packs. 
Every wood veneer pack is sequence cut, providing any project you create with seamless lot to lot matching. With Sauer’s Veneers from Johnson 
Plastics Plus, you can maximize your projects value by adding real wood textures at a fraction of the cost of heavier gauge wood sheets! 

These high-quality veneers can be easily cut with a laser, hand tools or desktop cutter. Sauer’s Veeners are created from sustainably harvested, 
domestic raw wood, giving you peace of mind that you’re making an environmentally friendly choice for your next project.

Cherry Veneer
2-pack
Enhance your next project with these high quality, raw 
wood hobby veneer packs. These sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Packs include two 12" x 18" veneers 
that measure up to 3 square feet. These sheets can be 
laser engraved and UV-LED printed. 

12" x 18"                0.024" thick WV51CH

2-pack
Maple Veneer

Enhance your next project with these high quality, raw 
wood hobby veneer packs. These sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Packs include two 12" x 18" veneers 
that measure up to 3 square feet. These sheets can be laser 
engraved and UV-LED printed.

12" x 18"                0.024" thick WV52MP

2-pack
Walnut Veneer

Enhance your next project with these high quality, raw 
wood hobby veneer packs. These sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Packs include two 12" x 18" 
veneers that measure up to 3 square feet. These sheets 
can be laser engraved and UV-LED printed. 

12" x 18"                0.024" thick WV53WN

Make your next project more alluring with these exotic 
hobby wood veneer packs. These colorful, high quality, raw 
wood veneers can accept stains and finishes, making them 
very versatile. Packs include 4-5 veneers that are between 
5" - 7" x 18" and measure up to 3 square feet. These sheets 
can be laser engraved and UV-LED printed.

5-7" x 18"               0.024" thick WV54PD

Padauk Veneer
4/5-pack

Purpleheart Veneer

Make your next project more alluring with these exotic 
hobby wood veneer packs. These colorful, high quality, 
raw wood veneers can accept stains and finishes, making 
them very versatile. Packs include 4-5 veneers that are 
between 5" - 7" x 18" and measure up to 3 square feet. 
These sheets can be laser engraved and UV-LED printed.

5-7" x 18"               0.024" thick WV55PH

4/5-pack
Zebrawood Veneer

Make your next project more alluring with these exotic 
hobby wood veneer packs. These colorful, high quality, 
raw wood veneers can accept stains and finishes, making 
them very versatile. Packs include 4-5 veneers that are 
between 5" - 7" x 18" and measure up to 3 square feet. 
These sheets can be laser engraved and UV-LED printed. 

5-7" x 18"               0.024" thick WV56ZW

4/5-pack

Perfect for marquetry hobby and woodworking projects.



These products are made from natural materials. Color and grain of wood may vary, along with size of sheets.

FLAT RATE DELIVERY AS LOW AS $10

Cherry Veneer - 1/16"
quantity varies
Give your project more depth and stability with these 1/16" 
thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" to make up to 3 
square feet of raw wood veneer. These sheets can be laser 
engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"                 0.0625" thick WV59CH

quantity varies
Mahogany Veneer- 1/16"

Give your project more depth and stability with these 1/16" 
thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" to make up to 3 
square feet of raw wood veneer. These sheets can be laser 
engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"             0.0625" thick WV510MH

quantity varies
Maple Veneer- 1/16"

Give your project more depth and stability with these 1/16" 
thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" to make up to 3 
square feet of raw wood veneer. These sheets can be laser 
engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"                   0.0625" thick WV511MP

Give your project more depth and stability with these 1/16" 
thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" to make up to 3 
square feet of raw wood veneer. These sheets can be laser 
engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"               0.0625" thick WV512RK

Red Oak Veneer- 1/16"
quantity varies

Walnut Veneer- 1/16"

Give your project more depth and stability with these 1/16" 
thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept stains 
and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and woodsy 
to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" to make up to 
3 square feet of raw wood veneer. These sheets can be 
laser engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"                0.0625" thick WV513WN

quantity varies
White Oak Veneer- 1/16"

Give your project more depth and stability with these 
1/16" thick hobby veneer packs. The sheets can accept 
stains and finishes, so they fit any design from rustic and 
woodsy to polished and refined. Exact sheet count will 
vary, with pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" 
to make up to 3 square feet of raw wood veneer. These 
sheets can be laser engraved and UV-LED printed. 

4.5" - 7.5" x 24"               0.0625" thick WV514WK

quantity varies

New to working with wood veneers? The Veneer Hobby 
Pack is a great place to start. This pack is perfect for 
sampling several different veneers to find the right ones 
for your next project.  Exact sheet count will vary, with 
pieces measuring between 4.5" - 7.5" x 24" (all 1/16" thick) 
to make up to 3 square feet of raw wood veneer. Try a 
Hobby Pack today and let your creativity come to life with 
wood veneers.

Hobby Pack SKU #WV515M

Can't Decide?



These products are made from natural materials. Color and grain of wood may vary, along with size of sheets.

FLAT RATE DELIVERY AS LOW AS $10

Inlay Maple/Black/Mahogany Squares Veneer

Give your next project a unique one-of-a-kind look with a 
2-sided decorative wood inlay. The all natural wood band 
features checkered blocks of mahogany and black on a 
maple background. The pack features two easy to install 
pieces measuring 1/4" x 36". These products do not come with 
adhesive banding. Not recommended for UV-LED printing.

1/2" x 36"                1/28" thick WV528

2-pack

Dyed Black Veneer

Make your design stand out with this dyed black hobby 
wood veneer pack. The high quality dyed wood gives very 
consistent color across all sheets. The dye also allows 
the wood grain to subtly show through, giving the veneer 
a natural look. Packs include two 12" x 18" sheets that 
measure up to 3 square feet. These sheets can be laser 
cut and UV-LED printed.

12" x 18"                0.024" thick WV58B

2-pack

3M PSA Backed Veneers

Offering a simple "peel and stick" option, these 
adhesive backed wood veneers will complement any 
project. Featuring a high quality, 3M adhesive, these 
raw wood veneers can accept stains and finishes, 
making them very versatile. The sheets measure at 
12" x 18" and can be laser engraved or cut. Available in 
Cherry, Maple, and Walnut. 

Cherry               0.016" thick WV519CH  
Maple              0.016" thick WV520MP
Walnut              0.016" thick WV521WN 

single sheet

Mixed Media Pack

Perfect for testing different wood species, veneer sizes 
and marking technologies, this mixed media pack features 
a variety of wood veneers. It includes Raw Veneer, Dyed 
Black Veneer, 3M Adhesive Veneer, 1/16" Veneer, 2" x 12" 
Edge Banding, and either a 1/2" or 1/4" thick Inlay strip. 
Note that the veneer species are chosen at random and 
may not be consistent for each pack. 

Varies                WV530

mixed pack

3M PSA Backed Banding

Offering a simple "peel and stick" option, these adhesive 
backed wood veneers will complement any project. Featuring 
a high quality, 3M adhesive, these raw wood veneers can 
accept stains and finishes, making them very versatile. The 
sheets measure at 2" x 25' rolls and can be laser engraved or 
cut. Available in Cherry, Maple, and Walnut. 

Cherry               0.031" thick WV522CH
Maple              0.031" thick WV523MP
Walnut              0.031" thick WV524WN

25' roll

Give your next project a unique one-of-a-kind look with a 
2-sided decorative wood inlay. The all natural wood band 
features angle strips of alternating maple, black and walnut. 
The pack features two easy to install pieces measuring 1/4" 
x 36". These products do not come with adhesive banding. 
Not recommended for UV-LED printing.

1/4" x 36"                0.036" thick WV525

Inlay Maple/Black/Walnut Angle Veneer
2-pack

Inlay Maple/Black/Mahogany Angle Veneer

Give your next project a unique one-of-a-kind look with 
a 2-sided decorative wood inlay. The all natural wood 
band features angle strips of alternating maple, black and 
mahogany. The pack features two easy to install pieces 
measuring 1/2" x 36". These products do not come with 
adhesive banding. Not recommended for UV-LED printing.

1/2" x 36"                  0.036" thick WV526

2-pack

Inlay Maple/Black/Mahogany Block Veneer

Give your next project a unique one-of-a-kind look with a 
2-sided decorative wood inlay. The all natural wood band 
features checkered blocks of mahogany and black on a 
maple background. The pack features two easy to install 
pieces measuring 1/4" x 36". These products do not come with 
adhesive banding. Not recommended for UV-LED printing.

1/2" x 36"              1/28" thick WV529

2-pack
Inlay Maple/Black/Mahogany Block Veneer

Give your next project a unique one-of-a-kind look with a 
2-sided decorative wood inlay. The all natural wood band 
features blocks of alternating maple, mahogany and black. 
The pack features two easy to install pieces measuring 1/4" 
x 36". These products do not come with adhesive banding. 
Not recommended for UV-LED printing.

1/2" x 36"                   0.036" thick WV527

2-pack


